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It is with some misgiving that as Secretary of State for
External Affairs I appear before a Canadian audience in March 1948 to
talk about the present international scene . Less than three years ago
we signed the Charter of the United Nations ; we reaffirmed our fait h
in the worth and dignity of the individual in the rule of law and justice
among nations and in respect for the pledged word . We expressed our con-
viction that men and nations could, by joint and sustained efforts, live
together as good neighbours, be free from fear and want, and enjoy
liberty of thought and worship .

And now to many it must seem we are not as close to a lasting
peace as we were three years ago . We are all aware of the ominous de-
clarations made during the last few weeks and days by President Truman,
Mr. Marshall, Mr. Bevin, Mr . Bidault and others, and we have all been

shocked by the tragic and spmptomatic events which have recently taken
place in Czechoslovakia. These declarations, and these events, have
brought home to all of us the increasing threat to our national existence
of the rising tide of totalitarian coiranunism. 1e know that Canada's
boundaries against such a threat are not merely geographical ; that they
must extend beyond her physical 'frontiers ; that they run, in fact, through
the hearts of free men everywhere . We know that such a line is being
drawn and that on our side of the line are all those in every country who

work and fight to preserve the freedom and dignity of individuals against

the unbridled impact of totalitarian power and brutal might . -We know
there can be no neutrality in this conflict, which is as spiritual as it
is politieai and that it has come into being in spite of all that ha s
been done by or through the United Nations .

And yet I shall venture, a little later on, to say some good
about the United Nations notwithstanding the faot that, in looking back
over the three years since we signed the Charter at San Francisco, it is
difficult to see what we could have done, and at what time, to prevent the
present critical situation. , -

There are of course grave defects in the Charter we signed at
San Francisco but, as you know, any charter, however imperfect, could be
a useful instrument for peace if there were a determination on all side s
to keep the peace, just as any covenant or any a greement is a good covenant
or a good agreement if the parties to it honestly keep to its spirit, with
a Willinmess to make i t effective . But we cannot rely upon a Charter
alone, no matter how skilfully drafted - nor can we rely upon an Organiza-
tion alone, if the adherents to it do not take their responsibilities
scrupulously, with an honest determination to make it work .

In all honesty, I ..do not think that we Canadians have failed in
our responsibilities to the United NA* ioils . From th0 - #M eptioa of ``ihe United
Nations we have taken an active and a ' willing part - and throughout this yea r
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us to win the war . . , ., , I

not been effective? -Well, we must remember that it wns . set . up

before the, end of the war . for the ]airpose of taking over and

maintaining pea.ce-sfter peace had been restored t o the world ;

but -the making of • the peace was .to •remain the responsibility c . .

of those who were providing and who had providedthe most

effective contribution in the prosecution of the war . The

fighting came to an end with the unconditional surrender of

-all,our .enenies,-but the*[-,reat powers,-who thus-retained
snecial responsibilities and who werA given special functions -
under the Charter, have not yet been able to carry into the

: .peace• -the co-operation which made it r.ossible for . them and for

Now why is it that, . so far, the, United Nations ha s

oitizens .
, . • . . . + _ ~ . •

ti

and next by dùr, b~ccë ;)tanccs of Ymenbcr'ship~ on 'the 3ecurity Council we
have taken upon ourselves responsibilities vfbich r.oriaallf
.would not be ours . Your Government, throuCh its representative
on the Security Coiulcil, must give its anxious and earnest
deliberation to disputes which seem renote from us, and which
were not of our Making . We are concerned with Indonesia ,
with Palestine, with Kashmir, contributing what we can to the
solution of ancient problems and of ancient wrong s iqhich ante-
date by centuries our very existence as a nation-. Tie have no

ambitions beyond our own frontiers ; 'our one Great aim is to

live at peace withal7. our neighbours and to ..make our own land

a better place for our_çitizens to live in . But for all our

Cood will, and despite our .readiness to help in the right order-

ing of the world, w e, are f ac ed vri, tli . this presunt situation in

which, as I have said, we s e.e:a farther from a secure and lasting

peace than three years ago, or even than at this time last year ;

and this is, a r+ielruiahely -thing to say to a r athering of Canadia n

. . __. Ünder. thè provisions of the Charter, no ma ;or de-:'.- •-
-cision could .be taken without the concurrence of the five rreat

poti7,ers or, in other twords, any -one of the frte great powers had

the right to prevent effective action by the use of-the veto .
We had been told that this rif,ht of veto would be sparinf :ly • -
used and exercised only when the power resorting to it honest-
ly fc.lt that it was in the interest of the whole orCanization
to prevent a certain course of action . Now, one of the grent -'=
povrErs has .consistently been using its veto to -t revent constructi-

ve action of any kind frorn .beinf; adopted . It is a nation in -
which totalitarian comzlunisr.i prevails and it has, b•. , its veto,
attempted to prevent constructive action on our purt and a t

the some time it has'sp ons'ored and supported subversive revolu-
tionary communism in many other countries .

. . . ~ . . : .

I shall not attempt to make anythinC like a complete
survey of what has been CoinC on, but I will point out two or
three of the salient features of this terrible situation .

There hps"heen, first of all, the failure to rench
any agreement about the German peace settlement . It must he
obvious that, without some agreement on the solution, political
and economic, of the problem presented by 80 million Germans
loceted in the very heart of turope ; there can be no assuranc e
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either of economic stability or political security in any
part of Europe

. Up to the present, there has been no such
agreement a4d there seems to be little immediate hope for an
overall settlement .

The policy of Russia seems to be to insi st on action
entirely and exclusively in her awn interest or, if that i s not
agreed to, on inaction in the hope that the dislocations o

f
the economy at Cermany and the drain at the resources of the
United Kingdom and the United States and France, whi~h these
dislocations make inevitable, will so weaken the~i as eventually
to force a decision on Russiats terms .

Naturally, it is a matter of concern for the U.S.S.R .
as it is for the other states, that the industrial potential -
of Western Germar?y and the strength of the German people shall
not again, some day, be directed against any one of them. Werecognize that interest .

It is possible to reeoe,nize the force of some of
the Soviet clains without agreeinW, to the establishment of -a
powerful central government in Gernway, susceptible to com

.
munistic influence or to a 10 biliiory dollar aecount for
reparatione out of current German producti

.an, or giving to theU.S.S .R. a voice in tlte control of the Rhur and the Rhineland,
unless her attitude in rerard to Eastern Germany radically
changes .

The present stalemate threatens to bring about the
total collapse of Germany unless proper steps are taken at
once to prevent it

. Yet, as long as tlie German economy lies
stagnant, the occupying powers have to make vast expendi tures
to maintain their troops and to prevent actual starvatio n
of many millions of people and the Western European countries,
like Holland and Belgium and France and Italy vàiich normally
derive substantial benefits from trade with Germany are handi-
capped in their own recovery .

7here is in all' this, a chain of vicious consequences
which is of course exoloited by the comriunist parties

. Distress
and starvation and even despair are stirred by the communists,
into political disorder and ideologi cal strife

. StBrvation
becomes a weapon of political -warfare . yiisery becomes apolitical platform.

In fact Comr:unism has, in Europe, extended its
control under Soviet leadership and direction over such countriesas Roumania, Bulgaria, Hunp.ary, Yugoslavia, Albania, Polan dand now Czechoslovakia

. Finland and the Scandinavian countriesare under pressure from Moscow and fifth columns are activein Italy and France. It is only in Greece and Turkey of theEastern European states, that the advance of communism hasbeen checked .

- At the moment, Greece is a key point in the struggle
apainst apgressive conuunism, and is recognized as such b

y
the British and United States governments . Turkey is another
important sector of this front and assiBt,:nce is being g,iven -
her also In an effort to put her in a position to defend bar-
self from threaht and attacks from outside.

. . . . . . 4



The tragedy of the countries of Eastern Europe, which have no w

subversive activities .

This is a frightening case history of communism in action . It

is worth studying .

In a free election• held in Czechoslovakia in May, 1946, the com-
munist party emerged as the strongest sing7:~ party with 38 per cent of

the votes . A five-power coa.li.tion. eabinb .. . :as formed under a communist

premier, Mr.- Klement Gottwe.ldr - Arnong other important posts the communists

were .given the ministry of information, with control of the .national ra-

dio, and the ministry of the.interior - always their f ;=vourite .post -

with cdntrol-of the police . The ministry of, national defence .as entrus-

ted to an "independent" of strong communist leanings .

- A new election was scheduled for April or May of this year, and
the communists had confidently aanounGed that this time they axpected
to win 51 per cent of the votes . In the meantime, however, they were
taking certain steps to ensure this parliaaentary majority . Of these

steps the most insidious was the re-organization of the police force by
the minister of the interior, who had quietly been transferring non-
communists one by one from police command posts and replacing them with

trusted communists until finally about 80 per cent of these posts were

in the hands of communists . The communists were also trying to discredit
and undermine the influence of their chief opponents by accusing them o f

. . ,
of its hard won liberty . , . .

become satellites of communism but which never knew political liberty

and democracy, is that they have-lost .the great chance that victory gave

them to establish free governments based on the popular will. They have
sunk back into a different, butdeeper despotism than they have ever

known before . . .They will soon learn thatj if they do not know it already .

howeve
r Czechoslovakia/is.one country which has earned and deserved a

better fate . It is important that -g.e who may be inclined to . take freedom

and parliamentary democracy for granted understand the chain of tragic
circumstances which have led,,once again, to the loss by Czechoslovakia

. The non-communist members of the cabinet carried a majority re-

solution instructing the minister.of the .interior to cancel the appoint-

ment of communists to certain key police posts . When, by February 20,

no reply had been rec,~.•ived from the minister of. the interior, twelve of

the fourteen non-communist ministers resigned . Premier Gottwald promptly
denounced the twelve non-communist ministers who had resigned as "agents
of foreign reaction" and demanded that President Benes Fccept their re-

signatiuns and a.îlow him to form a new "people's governmcnt" . At the samE

time he proceeded to demonstrate that the communists were both ready and
willing to back this demand by the use of force . On February 22 the com-

munist leaders of the General Confeders.tion of Labour declared that the

Confederation was solidly behind the Premier and later announced that a
general strike would be called if the President did not bow to the de-
mands of the communist party . The police were issued with rsms, and
local authorities were instructed to take orders from "action committees"

appointed by the communist psrty ., The Prague headquarters of the Nations-

Socialist and Socia]. Democrat parties were occupied by the police . By

Wednesday, Febru&ry 25, all vital communications, goverciment ministries,

and industrial areas .were under communist control and all opposition news-

paper plants had been occupied by action committees . Mass demenstrations

of Rorkers were organized in the streets of Prague . Finally, President
Benes, who ten years earlier had seen his country yield to the pressure
of powerful neighbours on the West, now yielded to communist pressure in
order to avoid bloodshed and chaos, and accepted the cabinet proposed

by Premier Gottwald for the constitutional reason that the Premier had
at last been able, by methods of persuasion at which we can only guess,

to present a parliamentary majority .

~ . . . . . . 5



No one
is deceived by the semblance of constitutionalism pro-

vided by this parliamentary majority
. The simple fact is that the com-munists, aware that they were losing ground and afraid of the-seheduled

election, have taken over by a coup dletat and are now firmly in power
with control of all the important ministries .

All the grim mechanism of the totalitarian state is now being
brought into play in Czechoslovakia •- a,rrests of political opponents,
prostitution of justice, OGntrol of the press, and intimidation of all =non-communists

. Wholesale purges of civx2 servants, editors, teachers, 7
managers, and all persons of influence or responsibility are being car-'
ried out by "action committees" set up in every plant, office, govern-
ment department, and other organization

. An "election" will no doubt
take place as scheduled, and it may safely be assumed that the communist
pz~.rty will roll up an eminently satisfactory majority, but nobody i

nthe Western world will be in the least impressed .

Of course, there are other clouds as weli, on the international
horizon

. In Italy the communists are staging a ruthless, determined
and skilful fight for power

. I mentioned also, a few moments ago,
Indonesia, the dispute between India and Pakistan over Kashmir, the
Palestine situation, the setting up of a national government in Korea

.
Not all of these problems are the result of the same ideological warfare :
but they are all affected by it and to a certain degree overshadowed by
it . . -_ .. _ .- ,. , • ,

On the other hand, there are, however, signs of promising and
effective democratic counter-action .

The threat to us all of this insidious spread of communism has
been recogrized . We are all seeing the light . Not a light like the
candle wh~ch attracts the moth, but the light that serves to warn of im-
pending danger

. Our own Prime Minister had this to say about it some
two months ago =

"•• . Communism is no less a tyranny than nazi-ism
. It aims -at world conquest . It hopes to effect its purpose by force . . .-

; So long as communism remains as a menace to the free world, it
is vital to the defence of freedom to maintain a preponderance
of military strength on the side of freedom, and to secure
that degree of unity among the nations which will ensure that
they catniot be defeated and destroyed one by one . "

Six months ago, at the United Nations General Assembly, I ven-
tured to assert that new internLtional political institutions might be
re4uired .

. I stated that it was not necessary to contemplate the break-
up of the United Nations .or the secession from it of the Soviet greup
in order to form a stronger security system within the United Nations .
I pointed out that without sbcrificing the universality of the United
Nations, it was possible for the free nations of the world to form
their own Union of the Free World for collective self-defence under
Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations ; that such a union
'could be created within the United Nations by those free states which
are willing to accept more specific and more onerous obligutions than
those contained in the Charter in return for greater national security
than the United Nations can now give its members .

. . . . . . 6
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3)', Plans for what is called "Western Union" .

1) The huropean recoverur program and the raove
tovrarcic T,uropcnn econor.►ic unity ; .

2)• The consolidation- of Western German-y, an d

I was not alone inexpressing anxiety over what was going on
and in thinking about effective counter-action. -, It was apparent to
everyone that the war-torn countries of Western Europe required assis- •

tance to rcbuild their devastated economies . It was apparent that some-
thing had to -be done to revitalize as Tauoh as possible of the Gerr-►an

.. .economy without risking the ro-establishment of its war potential an d

it was -apparent that each sepa:rate unit in Europe could not be lCft alone
to sustain the shock against the Fifth Colurm activities within its bounda-
ries and the sponsorship of thoso Fifth Columns by the great Soviet Union .

This has now given rise to three forms of democratic counter-,
action which have been given,different names, but which are perhaps,,

after all, .only different aspects of the same general plan. They are :

. . . . . . . . .. :J . . . ~ . . . ~ . : _ ~ . . ~.

You will rc:;ier►ber. that in his Harvard speech, last June, Lir .

Marshall , the Secretary of State of the United States, suggested that
the European countries should get together and formulate a plan for the

economic .recovery of Europe. This was at once taken up by the United

Ringdom and France and they held a preliminary meeting at %ris in nid-June
last and drafted the outline for a conference which opened in Paris on
July 12th . The Soviet Union refused to attend and exerted sufficient
pressure on her satellites to create an almost solid eastern block against

the plan . . • - . _ . .

This Conference set up an executive committee through which a
rerort was submitted to the United States Secretary of State on September
22nd last .- The United States Govern.-ient exanined the report and accepted

it as reasonable basis to farr:nulate proposals for aid to Furope . It was

estimated that the participntinr, countries would require, to balance their
payments with the W-stcrn Henisphere from April lst 1948 to June 30th 1952,
something of the order of 20 billion dollars and as you ]~r_ovr, there is now

pending before Congress a bill which would provide something of the order
of 5 billion dollars for the first fifteen months, about half of which
could be used for purchases in other Western Hemisphere coiintries, ~off-
shore purchases" .

. .. - ~ ,

The implementation of the plan of recovery doos not depend,

however, only on assistance from this hemisphere . In the long run, ]Europe

must stand on its own feet and that requires re-arrangement of tariff and

other barriers to trade between them . Loves are.therefore under way for .

a greater-degree of European economic unity .

The first result of this unity may bring about sono dislocations

in Canadian trade with Europe. But I am sure we will all do all we can to

keep those dislocations to a minimum, not forgetting that in the long run,
Canada will benefit-by any European consolidation of this kind .
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As a second step, it was necess8
.ry to move toward

the consolidation of Western Germany
. 0riginally, all four

occupying powers took measures regarded lorgely as of
a

transitory nature, on the assumption that a Cierm,an peace treaty
would not be long delayed .

But the failure of the Foreign klinisters* meeting in
London last November and December, demonstrated that this was
no longer a reasonable assumption

. The powers occupying the
Western zones have therefore had to consider the pressing
needs for administrative and economic refoxms in Wester

nGermany of a more lasting character
.and the United Kingdom and

the United States have announced a constitution for Bizonia,
or the two zones they control, and in agreement with France,
are proceeding to take with "Belgium, .Netherlands and
Luxembourg, the steps necessary to'rebuild self government,
stimulate production and restore trade in that important area

.

This gives rea'son tp hope that an end will be made
to the enervating uncertainty and oontinuous drain which has'
been such an obstacle to the process of general recovery .

The other very important step which was announced
by Mr. Bevin in his speech of the 22nd of January last, was
the plan for what has been called Western Union . The first
result is the Brussels Treaty which, was signed -by the United
Kingdom, France and the Benelux countries, a few days ago .
This is no mere military alliance directed against a possible
aggressor from the East

. It seeks to mobilize the -moral as
well as the military resources of the western European
countries and to contain or restrain Soviet expansion, not by
a Maginot line, but by building up in these liberal,
democratic and Christian states a dynamic counter-attraction

.
to the degrading tenets of totalitarian and materialistic
communi sm .

Such a union is of course not easy to realize among
countries so firmly attached to their individual sovereignty, .
their traditions, their cultures and their ways of living

; but
it has been successfully started and there is room for hope
that it will extend

. And it may not be only Western Europe
which will be forced into a spiritual, cultural, economic and
political union to offset the union of the totalitarian states
under the aggressive leadership of Russia .

No one wishes to see the United Nations break up nor
even to force the Soviet group to secede from the United
Nations . But without sacrificing the universality of the
United Nations or supplanting it, it is possible for the fre e
nations to form their own union for collective self-defence
under Article 51 of the Charter .

The trend towards the formation of such self-'
defensive unions is not a confession of despair, but rather
a message of hope . I t does not mean that we look upon a
third world war as inevitable, but rather that we have
decided that the best way of preventing such a war is to
confront the forces of communist expansionism with an over-Whelming preponderance of moral, economio and military forceon the side of freedom .

. . . . . . ./8



I think that we will eventually stop this communist
expansion and will bring about the restoration of that con-
fidence and security so necessary to make worth while and
properly fruitful the time and energies we have been devoting
and are devoting to the international .conferences and agencies

set up under the United Nations .

I told you in opening that I would have something
to say about what has been accomplished so far by and under
the United Nations because there is much to encourage us in
the growth of international co-operation throughout the last : :

three years .

It is a rather sad reflection upon our human nature,
that for most of us there is little news interest in the
achievements of those United Nations agencies which have made
undoubted progress toward a better ordering of the world's
health and food and education, of world transport and communi-
cation, of law and human liberties .

Within the last three years, some tan or twelve
agencies for international action have corae into existence
and into active operation . ;

Within the secure framework of a lasting peace, it
is now quite clear that mankind can work together effectively~
to prevent disaster and tragedy and to increase the sum of
the world's happiness and prosperity .

I think it is well to remind ourselves that there
have been established in association with the United Nations
certain valuable agencies for international co-operation . .

One of these, indeed, the International Labour
Organization, dates from the Treaty of Versailles of 1919 .

For almost thirty years now the I .L .O . has had the task of
improving labour conditions and living standards through
international action, and of promoting economic and social
stability . Through its activities, which, of course, are
still continuing, the safety of workers in mines and factories
and in ships has been safeguarded by a series of conventions
and agreements which have had wide international acceptance .

The work of this great international organization has never
been spectacular, but it has been a powerful agency for the
creation of international understanding and for the estab-
lishment of internationally accepted standards of living and
of working conditions .

I might perhaps refer, too, to the Food and Agri-
culture Organization which came into existence in 1946 .

There has lately been established by it a World Food Council
on which Canada and representatives of seventeen other .

countries throughout the world are represented . The F.A .O .

is doing what it can to ensure that exportable food surpluses
are used to best advantage and also that the world's supply
of farm machinery and of soil fertilizers are properly allo-
cated in accordance with the world's needs . It is the aim
of this very unspectacular organization to more than double
the total world agricultural production in the course of the
next twenty years .
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To do this, of course, these unostentations scientists need a world of
pee:ce.

No doubt most of you vrial be familiar with part, at least, of
the work of the World Health Orga6izatioA, another of the United Nations
at;encies which was established in 1946

. This is one of the few inter-
national agencies which has attracted some public attention . You will
recall the efficient mannar in z,hich the resources of the entire scientific
world were mobilized last aut4an to d"4 v,rlth the threatening outbreak of
cholera in Egypt . Most of the i-rork of the W .H.O., ho:~rever, is much less
dramatic but quite as useful and nscessaig in the maintenance and in the
improvement of world health standards . The W.H.O. has established expert
committees to dea,l with those special diseases which still devastete large
areas of the world . The W.H .O . arranges for post-graduate study in the
great medical centres of the r;orld for ambitious and able students from
those countries which have been devastated by war or which have not yet
been able to make any great scientific progress of their oti,-n. The fact
that one can, altitiays assuming ai%orld at peace, travel throubhout the
entire ~;orld without danger of pestilence and pla,;ue is largely due tothe work of the W .H.O .

You will no doubt remember, too, the magnificent rescue of
sixty-nine men, woijien and children from a plane which came down last
autumn in the north KtlGntic . It was by no means an accident that a ship
was there, prepared and able to give the necessary aid in preventing what
otherwise would have been an appalling 'traoedy . The ship -v&ich made this
spectacular rescue was on duty under the authority of the International
Civil Aviation Organization, another of these specialized agencies of the
United Nations.

The main function of this aviation organization is to study
problems of international civil aviation and to establish international
standards and regulations for the safety of air travel . The coast-guard
cutter v&ich made the rescue last uuttznn was in fact one of the ICAO's
weather stations, of -~vhich there be ultimately thirteen, to provide
the necessLsy weather data which will remove much of the danger in Trans-
Atlantic and other sea crossings . Already forty-six states belong to this
peaceful organiLation, and they are now engaged in arranging exchanges of
commercial rights, in cre~.ting uniform tecànical standards for air safety,
in establishing new air routes, in providing maps and charts, and in en-
suring ade4uate standards for the air-worthinees of the ships and the
training and experience of the cre :rs. In this vital matter, then, of
international air travel, the United Nations has been able to establis h
a very, effective organization .

I could go on at perhaps tedious length to refer to other ex-
amples of international co-operation, which again are all predicated upon
the expectation of a peaceful world . There is the International Bank and
the International lQonetary Fund to assist in the reconstruction of terri-
tories devastated during the war and to provide a stalfiizing influence
upon the world's currencies .

. . . . . . . . . 10
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At the present time in Havana, A'dorld Trade Conferenoe of 62 nations
is completing an agreement on a very wide basis to prevent unfair and
restrictive practices in the conduct of international trade . In brief,
it can very properly be stated that much of the necessary machinery for
the conduct of the world's affairs on a rational and neighbourly basis
is already in existence, and would become very much more effective if
all threats to the world's peace could be finally reiaoved .

The achievements, thQn, of the less publicized technical
organizations of the United 4tions have been considerable ; I suppose

technical problems are more likely to be discussed objectively than
political issues - or to put it more frankly, it seems to be true that
scientists usually are better than diplomats at getting along with one

another . But even in purely political matters, the United 14^ .tions has

not been without success . It has become an open forum of international
discussion - at its sessions the world's statesmen discuss their differences
face to face, with the entire world to hear them and when discussion i s

at an end they stand up and are counted .

But more concretely, the complaint of Iran against the U.S .S .R .

early in 1946 was dealt with energetically by the Security Council ; a

mission of investigation was sent to Greece late in the same year, and the

grave disorders threatening to engulf Indonesia in savage conflict have

now been calmed . r'oreign troops in Syria and Lebanon were peacefully

withdrawn, and the dispute between Great Dritain and Albania over mine

damage to British warships is now before the International Court of Justice,

There has indeed been no substantial agreement on disarmament nor on the

control of atomie energy, but an enormous z amount of preliminary work has

been accomplished and the areas of disagreement are now well defined .

1?rotection and comfort and maintenance aie being given d aily to almost

three-quarters of a million refugees whose re-establishment or

resettlement the United 14ations has•unde ;taken. Economic commissions have

been established to aid in the reconstruction of those areas of the world

devastated by war, and to-day and every day four million children are being

fed by the Children's Fund of the United Bations .

The campaign to raise funds by voluntary subscription for the
relief of children in the war devastated countries is meeting with outstanc'

success . Our own government has contributed five million dollars directly
to the International Children's Emergency Fund and an additional 4400,000 .

to the present voluntary eampaign .

These contributions, including those that are so generously made
by individuals, are not only a splendid demonstration of humanitarian and
charitable sentiments but they will also serve as an additional arm in the

cold war a-,ainst the threatening spread of communism . They will help to

inspire and confirm confidence in the realistic nature of that conIIaon fron'
for freedom which is now being consolidated .

This is still of course a very troubled world and the present
menaces to our safety and our freedom are grave and the difficulties tobe
overcome are substantial but, in our own land, we have achieved mutual
confidence and domestic security in spite of great difficulties .

There is still hope that men and women of good-will can achieve
the same results in the yvider field of international co-operation by
reminding themselves that what is best for all, - and there can be no ques
that peace and security are best for all - will also be better for each t=

anything which armed conflict could possibly win .

--Z1__--_ "M- ~ ~ ,~-T- .



We have enorMoua resourcea and we have great and powerful
frienda . Let us all have the r ►ill and determination to make it clear now
that we, and those who are with us, intend to stand together and with
that will and determination, I feel confident that the high and noble
purposes of the United Wationa Charter can etill be fulfilled .


